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2. The Sheriff reserves the right to determine the pastoral status of clergy and may limit non-

clergy.   

 

3. The Monroe County Jail reserves the right to refuse entry to any individual that poses a 

security or safety threat to the jail facility. 

 

4. Restrictions pertaining to the worship and practice of a religion will be subject only to 

limitations necessary to maintain the order and security of the jail.  Religious programs are 

scheduled based on space, time, and staff availability. 

 

Inmate Visitation 

1. Off-site video visits may be purchased and scheduled through www.inmatesales.com or by 

calling 1-866-340-7879.  Visits must be scheduled 24 (twenty-four) hours in advance of the visit. 

 

2. Visits are unrestricted in frequency. 

 

3. Visits will be a maximum of 20 minutes per singular visit. 

 

4. Visits may be monitored/recorded by jail staff. 

 

5. A visitor register shall be kept which contains: 

a.  Name and driver’s license number of the visitor. 

b.  Time and date visit begins and ends. 

c.  Name of the inmate to be visited. 

 

6. Visitors may be denied for, but not limited to: 

a. Unacceptable attire; 

b.  Disruptive behavior; 

c. Intoxication or otherwise uncooperative; 

d. Visitors with a history of introducing or attempting to introduce contraband or prohibited 

property into the facility. 

e. Visitors/inmates discussing any illegal activity or violation of jail rules. 

 

7. Visitors must be dressed in an appropriate manner.  Attire shall be sensible in nature and not 

cause contention among jail staff and other visitors.  Unacceptable attire includes (but is not 

limited to): 

a.  Any article of clothing deemed to be profane, visually offensive, or of sexual description 

or innuendoes, 

b.  Clothing made of transparent material, 

c. Gang related clothing/signing. 

 

8. Inmates and visitors will conduct themselves appropriately at all times.  If an inmate or visitor 

does not conduct himself or herself properly, the jail staff will discontinue the visit. 

 

 


